
 
Roulette is a simple game in which players predict where a marble will land on 
the roulette wheel by placing their bets on various numbers/combination of 
numbers. 
 

Terminology 
Inside bet: A bet placed on the inside of the table, or on specific numbers. 
 
Outside bet: a bet placed on the outside of the table, encompassing large groups 
of numbers. 
 

Playing The Game 
1. The dealer will open the table to bets. Each player can place a bet anywhere 

on the table. 
 Each player will be given a specific marker used to mark their bets on the 

table. 
2. The dealer will close the betting by declaring “no more bets” and spin the 

marble. 
 Any bets placed at this point will be forfeit. 

3. Once the marble stops, the dealer will pay out the winners (based on the odds) 
and clean the table to open it for betting once more by declaring “place your 
bets”. 

 Players cannot place bets until after the table is clean. Anything placed 
before the dealer opens the table will be forfeit. 



 

Table Layout and Payouts 
      Description Payouts 
Inside 
Bets A 

Straight 
Up A bet placed on a single number 35:1 

  B Split A bet placed on two numbers 17:1 

  C Street 
A bet placed on a column of 
numbers 11:1 

  D Corner A bet placed on four numbers 8:1 

  E Line 
A bet placed on two column of 
numbers 5:1 

  F Zero Split A bet placed on 0 and 00 17:1 
  G Basket A bet placed on 0, 00, 1, 2 and 3 6:1 
Outside 
Bets I Column 

A bet placed on 12 numbers (1-
12, 13-24 or 25-36) 2:1 

  H Dozen 
A bet placed on a row of 
numbers 2:1 

  J 
Low 
Number A bet placed on 1-18 1:1 

  K 
High 
Number A bet placed on 19-36 1:1 

  L Red/Black 
A bet placed on all red or black 
numbers 1:1 

  M Odd/Even 
A bet placed on all odd or even 
numbers 1:1 
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